
Price List 
Hangers 

  
Plain hanger (no ribbon) with small wired name at top - $10 

(add a small bling button at the top for $2 more) 
Basic hanger with name and single ribbon - $17 

Add the date with one ribbon - $22 
Add an additional line of wire (like name above honor instead of date) - $5 (if you put the date on the side and add the honor, then the honor 

line is $3) 
Fully blinged out with date, pearls and fancy button and one ribbon - $27 

 
Discounts at 5 hangers or the 10th hanger is free! 

 
I charge $1 for each additional color of ribbon beyond the first ribbon.  For example, if you have a hanger with name and 2 ribbons, it's $18.  

Add $2 for adding a bling button, brooch, or strand of pearls.   
  

 

Cake Toppers and Base 

Personalized with bead colors of choice 
  

Single initial only with beads - $10 
Name OR Mr & Mrs - $15 

the last name (i.e. "the Smiths") - $17 
Mr. & Mrs AND name - $20 

Single Initial suspended - $15 
Larger phrases - $20 

Elaborate Monogram - $20 
Cake Topper Base - $8 

 

Boxes and Pillows 
  

All boxes are wood-burned and stained with the details you choose and include either pillow(s) or burlap and ring ties 
 

Pillows can be personalized with the color ribbon of your choice 
 

Ring boxes and pillows - $20 
Wine bottle boxes & larger keepsake boxes - $30 

 

Guest Book Tree 
 

Comes with 2 fine point Sharpie pens for writing on the leaves. I have a few styles now. 
1. Tree is burned into wood.  Size is about 14" x 18" but that can change based on your needs.  Price is $55 

2. Tree is stencil-painted with hearts.  Size is about 16” x 24”.  Price is $65 
3. 3. Tree is stencil-painted with hearts.  Size is about 24” x 36” and includes a frame attached to display picture.  Price is $75 

 
 

Wine Glass Charms 
  

All charms are $5 each 
10th charm is free! 

  
  

Ornaments 

 
All ornaments are $10 each.  Watch for holiday BOBO50 sales! 

 

Contact me you don't see what you want! All items can be fully customizable.   
Prices do not include the sales tax at 8.975% for all Missouri items or orders being delivered, no matter the state. 

 
NOTE TO PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHERS AND VENDORS:  I do not give volume discounts should you choose to purchase 

a hanger for clients; however I will give you one free hanger for every 10 you purchase.  I will keep track!  All I ask is that you 
respect my work and fragility of it! 

 

https://www.tswtouch.com/inquiries

